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ABSTRACT  
In second language (L2) research and testing, measures of oral fluency are used as diagnostics for proficiency. However, fluency is also determined by personality or speaking style, raising the question to what extent L2 fluency measures are valid indicators of L2 proficiency. In this study, we obtained a measure of L2 (Dutch) proficiency (vocabulary knowledge), L2 fluency measures, and fluency measures that were corrected for first language behavior from the same group of Turkish and English native speakers (N = 51). For most measures of fluency, except for silent pause duration, both the corrected and the uncorrected measures significantly predicted L2 proficiency. For syllable duration, the corrected measure was a stronger predictor of L2 proficiency than was the uncorrected measure. We conclude that for L2 research purposes, as well as for some types of L2 testing, it is useful to obtain corrected measures of syllable duration to measure L2-specific fluency.

Imagine two immigrants who have learned to speak Dutch as their second language (L2), let us say Oscar and Mark. Both have acquired Dutch after adolescence and find themselves at an intermediate level of oral proficiency. However, they happen to differ in their level of speaking fluency: Compared to other speakers, Mark seems to use many filled pauses (“uhms”) in his L2 speech, whereas Oscar only uses a few filled pauses. Should we therefore conclude that Oscar and Mark operate at different levels of oral proficiency, evidenced by the different levels of speaking fluency? Now imagine that we also know how they speak in their native (first) language (L1). It turns out that Oscar rarely uses a filled pause in his L1 speech, whereas Mark exhibits many filled pauses in his L1. Can we still conclude that...
the two speakers operate at two different levels of L2 oral proficiency? Should we take L1 behavior into account to gauge L2-specific fluency? It seems unlikely that someone like Mark, who uses many filled pauses in his L1, will speak with few filled pauses in his L2 (or any language).

This paper deals with the question whether L2 measures of oral fluency, such as number of filled pauses, should be adjusted for L1 fluency behavior to reflect L2-specific processing. It may be the case that the original L2 measures of fluency reflect a combination of personal speaking style and L2-specific skills and that correcting the original measures for L1 behavior will lead to more precise measures of L2-specific processing. We argue that if these adjusted measures better reflect L2-specific skills, L2 acquisition research and (some types of) L2 testing stand to benefit from measuring both L1 and L2 fluency measures in order to gauge the L2-specific measures of fluency.

Here we are concerned with fluency as an aspect of overall speaking proficiency, also described as fluency in the narrow sense (Chambers, 1997; Lennon, 1990) and often contrasted with the linguistic complexity and the accuracy of the linguistic forms that speakers use (Housen & Kuiken, 2009). Fluency in the narrow sense is usually described in terms of speedy and smooth delivery of speech without (filled) pauses, repetitions, and repairs. In L2 testing, speaking fluency is a component construct in the evaluation of speaking proficiency. For example, the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages takes fluency as a component for describing overall proficiency (Council of Europe, 2001). The descriptors in the global scale (p. 24) state that speakers at level B2 can communicate “with a degree of fluency”; at C1 speakers can express themselves “fluently” and at C2, “very fluently.”

In the broad sense of fluency (overall global proficiency), Fillmore (1979) describes how native speakers can show individual differences. The narrow notion of fluency is almost exclusively used for nonnative speakers of a language (with the exception of individuals with speech disorders). Native speakers supposedly talk fluently by default (Riggenbach, 1991). However, differences between native speakers with respect to temporal aspects of speech have also been documented (e.g., Goldman-Eisler, 1968; Shriberg, 1994). Moreover, these differences between individuals have been shown to relate to individual characteristics such as extraversion (Ramsay, 1968). This leads to the question: Is it at all valid to evaluate nonnative speakers with respect to differences in L2 fluency?

This question has lately become even more relevant because the differences with respect to temporal aspects of speech that exist between native speakers have been shown to carry over to similar differences in an L2. Derwing, Munro, Thomson, & Rossiter (2009) explored to what extent L1 fluency measures are related to L2 fluency measures for Slavic and Mandarin speakers of English. Sixteen Mandarin and 16 Slavic speakers performed the same task in their L1 and in their L2 (English). Derwing et al. found that there was a significant correlation between the L1 and L2 behavior with respect to number of pauses per second, speech rate, and pruned syllables per second.

Because L1 speech is not fluent by default and because L2 fluency behavior is partly carried over from L1 fluency behavior, one could argue that when judging L2
speakers on their fluency, only those disfluencies that are related to L2 proficiency and automaticity of L2 processing should play a role. Segalowitz (2010) adopts Levelt’s (Levelt, 1989; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999) “blueprint” of the speaker and uses De Bot’s (1992) remarks regarding the bilingual speaker to indicate specific points during the speech process at which an L2 speaker is disfluent due to developing lexical and grammatical L2 knowledge and skills (see also Kormos, 2006). In this cognitive viewpoint, L2 disfluencies come about because the formulation and encoding of speech lags behind the articulation of previously formulated speech (Howell & Au-Yeung, 2002). Because of nonnative speakers’ slower processing during formulation and articulation, and due to developing lexical and grammatical knowledge in the L2, nonnative speakers are more likely to lag behind in formulating speech than are native speakers; they are therefore likely to display more disfluencies in speech.

Segalowitz (2010) proposes that to measure aspects of L2-specific fluency, one should gather both L1 data and L2 data to take speakers’ L1 fluency into account. He proposes calculating corrected fluency measures by partialing out the L1 variance from the L2 measures. In this way, disfluencies that are specifically related to the use of an L2 are distinguished from disfluencies as they appear in L1 speech. If it is the case that such corrected scores of L2 fluency better reflect disfluencies that L2 speakers exhibit because of L2-specific difficulties in formulating and articulating L2 speech, it follows that such corrected scores are better predictors of L2 proficiency than are the uncorrected measures.

One should note that, under this view, cognitive sources of L2 fluency are considered. This is what Segalowitz (2010) calls cognitive fluency: the ability of the speaker to smoothly translate thoughts to speech. However, this ability cannot be measured directly. Therefore, researchers use measures of utterance fluency to gauge speech-planning difficulties that surface in utterances by counting the number of filled pauses, corrections, and repairs, and by measuring the duration of pauses. Yet another sense of fluency is perceived fluency, which pertains to the inference listeners (raters) make on the basis of the utterance about speakers’ ability (about speakers’ cognitive fluency).

THE PRESENT STUDY

In this study, we focused on L2 utterance fluency and operationalized it in two ways: uncorrected measures and corrected measures that are adjusted for L1 behavior. We then related both types of objective measures to a measure of L2 proficiency (vocabulary knowledge) to find out whether the corrected measures better reflect L2 cognitive fluency as indicators of L2 speaking proficiency. To obtain the corrected measures, we saved the residuals from models predicting L2 measures from L1 measures; in doing so, we ascertained to what extent L2 fluency behavior is related to L1 fluency behavior.

Finally, to be able to generalize our results to different language groups, we tested two typologically different languages as L1 and Dutch as an L2. The two different L1s were chosen to be typologically close (English) and typologically distant (Turkish) from the L2 (Dutch). This allowed us to determine possible differences in the relation between L1 and L2 fluency behavior for the English
native speakers compared to the Turkish native speakers. It might be the case that the relation between L1 and L2 fluency is different for different L1s and L2s—for instance, because the two L1s show cross-linguistic differences. There is little research investigating such cross-linguistic differences. One exception is Riazantseva (2001) who studied cross-linguistic differences between Russian and English. In a study investigating the fluency behavior of 14 intermediate and 16 advanced learners of English (with L1 Russian), she also compared the results of a control group of 20 English native speakers who performed L1 speaking tasks with results from the Russian participants who performed similar tasks in their L1. She found that pause durations in L1 Russian were on average longer than in L1 English.

The previous discussion leads to the following three research questions:

1. To what extent can different measures of L2 fluency (e.g., length of pauses or speed of speech) be predicted from the equivalent measures in L1?
2. Are L2 fluency measures that are corrected for L1 fluency behavior better predictors of overall L2 proficiency than are uncorrected L2 measures?
3. Is the predictive value of (corrected) measures of L2 fluency dependent on typological distance between L1 and L2?

To answer these research questions, native speakers of Turkish or English performed tasks in their L1 and very similar tasks in their L2, Dutch. Because we wanted to exclude possible repetition effects by using the same tasks, the tasks in the L1 and the L2 were constructed in such a way that they would be maximally comparable, without any literal repetitions. We chose to use many (eight) tasks in each language to ensure a large enough sample of L1 and L2 speech data for each participant. In this way, we could measure L2 fluency (related to L2 proficiency) and L1 fluency (reflecting personal speaking style).

Several measures of fluency were taken from the L1 and L2 speaking performances. Skehan (2003) and Tavakoli and Skehan (2005) noted that fluency has several aspects: breakdown fluency, speed fluency, and repair fluency. In this study, measures of fluency were chosen such that they were minimally related to other measures and such that they measured only one aspect at a time. Previous research has often reported on measures such as speech rate or pruned syllables per second (e.g., Derwing et al., 2009; Freed, 1995; Lennon, 1990; Riggenbach, 1991; Towell, 2002). These are global measures of fluency that capture several aspects at once. For instance, speech rate is measured as number of syllables divided by total time, including silent pausing time, and therefore incorporates speed of speech and pausing in speech at the same time. In this study, theoretically unrelated measures were chosen to investigate possible differences between these measures (with respect to the research questions). For breakdown fluency, the number and length of silent pauses were measured, as well as the number of nonlexical filled pauses. For speed fluency, the mean duration of syllables was measured. Finally, for repair fluency, the number of repetitions and the number of corrections were measured.

To estimate L2 proficiency separately, all participants completed an L2 productive vocabulary test.
METHOD

Participants

Twenty-nine native speakers of English and 24 native speakers of Turkish were paid to take part in our experiment. This research was part of a larger project with, for some participants, more tasks than are reported on here. Depending on how many tasks the participants completed, they were paid between 30 and 50 euros. The Turkish (7 male, 17 female; mean age = 32, range = 23–48) and English participants (11 male, 17 female; mean age = 31, range = 23–43) had come to the Netherlands between the ages of 18 and 40 (English range = 22–40, Turkish range = 18–35). Most participants had lived in the Netherlands for fewer than 10 years (English mean = 4.5 years, range = 1 month to 21 years; Turkish mean = 7 years, range = 9 months to 20 years). All participants were at an intermediate to advanced level of Dutch as an L2 and most participants were taking intermediate or advanced level Dutch courses to prepare for enrollment at the University of Amsterdam.

Vocabulary task

Because we wanted overall L2 proficiency to be assessed separately from the speaking performances, we chose to use a productive vocabulary task for this measurement. Vocabulary knowledge has been shown to be a good predictor of overall proficiency (Beglar & Hunt, 1999; Zareva, Schwanenflügel, & Nikolova, 2005). Moreover, in two recent papers, the same vocabulary test as used in the present study has been shown to be a strong predictor of overall speaking proficiency. In De Jong, Steinel, Florijn, Schoonen, and Hulstijn (2012a), using structural equation modeling, the vocabulary knowledge score showed a strong relation to ratings of overall speaking proficiency ($r = .79$). In Hulstijn, Schoonen, De Jong, Steinel, and Florijn (2012), speakers from De Jong et al. (2012a) who were operating at B1 and B2 levels, based on Common European Framework of Reference for Languages ratings (Council of Europe 2001) of overall speaking proficiency, were selected. In that study, the vocabulary scores were strongly related (between $r = .79$ and $r = .89$) to the discriminant function that could differentiate between B1 and B2 performances on the different tasks that were used.

The paper-and-pencil task (with instructions in the L2, Dutch) elicited knowledge of single words (90 items) and of multiword units (26 items). We used the format suggested by Laufer and Nation (1999): For each item a meaningful sentence was presented with the target word omitted, except for its first letter(s). When alternative words beginning with the same letter could also be appropriately used, more letters were given. Although this format capitalizes on testing productive knowledge of the target word, comprehension skills are also tested. To maximize testing productive knowledge of the targeted word, most words in the carrier sentence were chosen such that their frequency was higher than the frequency of the omitted target word.

The multiword units consisted of prepositional phrases and verb–noun collocations; the preposition or main verb was omitted and the gap had to be filled in. For
these multiword items, no first letter(s) were given, because the carrier sentences always narrowed down the possible candidates to the target word(s).

The total score for each participant was calculated as the total number of correct responses. Spelling mistakes and inflectional variants were counted as correct answers. There was no time pressure to do the vocabulary task and participants took between 20 min and 1 hr to finish the task.

Speaking tasks

Materials. To elicit L2 speech, we used the eight speaking tasks as described in De Jong et al. (2012a) and Hulstijn et al. (2012). The speaking tasks in the two languages were matched to each other on three parameters: complexity (simple vs. complex), formality (informal vs. formal), and discourse mode (descriptive vs. persuasive). De Jong et al. (2012a) operationalized this three-way distinction in task type by the contents of the task and by the instructions given in each task. These instructions contained specific information about the speaking task itself, which was provided by one or several visual-verbal cues. No additional knowledge about the topic beyond the information provided in the tasks was needed to successfully complete each speaking task. Information about the purpose and audience of the task was also provided.

Mirroring each Dutch task, we constructed a similar task in English. For example, for the Dutch task in which the participants had to describe a graph depicting unemployment figures for men and women in the last 12 years to a good friend (informal descriptive complex task), we constructed a task in English that required describing a graph depicting house sales in rural and urban areas to a good friend. Appendix A gives a short description of the Dutch and English tasks. Finally, a native speaker of Turkish with a good command of English translated the English tasks to Turkish, discussing the translations with the first and second authors.

Procedure. Participants completed the eight L2 (Dutch) tasks with a native Dutch-speaking experimenter present. The eight L1 tasks were performed with other experimenters present, a Turkish–Dutch bilingual or a native English speaker. The tasks were presented in Authorware (version 7) on a PC laptop, and the participants’ speech was recorded. Participants navigated the experiment and instructions with a (computer) mouse. Each task consisted of several screens containing specific information about the task in the L2 for the L2 tasks and in the L1 for the L1 tasks, and pictures giving additional information. For each task, participants had 30 s of preparation time and 120 s of speaking time, which was shown by a status bar at the bottom of the screen. Participants could press a “finished” button if they finished the task before the 120 s had gone by. Due to constraints in using the recording studio that was available, the setting in the Dutch session was slightly different from that used in the English or the Turkish sessions. The L1 tasks were recorded in a recording studio, with the experimenter recording the participant remotely from an observation room, and the L2 session was performed in an office with the experimenter in the same office.

Participants completed both the L1 and the L2 versions of the eight tasks at their own pace with no breaks in between tasks. Total time varied between participants, but the average time used for completing all eight L1 tasks was 20 min, and the
time used for completing all eight L2 tasks was 30 min. Each participant performed all speaking tasks in Dutch in the first session and approximately 1 to 4 weeks later performed all tasks in English or Turkish in a second session. In a separate session, prior to the L1 speaking task session, the participants performed the vocabulary task.

Obtaining fluency measures

All speech recordings (53 participants, eight tasks in L2 Dutch, eight in L1 Turkish or English; totaling 19 hr and 51 min of speech materials) were transcribed and annotated by two research assistants, a native speaker of Turkish who had a good command of both English and Dutch, and a native speaker of Dutch who had a good command of English. They worked in close collaboration with each other to ensure the Turkish, English, and Dutch speaking performances were transcribed, annotated, and measured as similarly as possible. For 2 (English) participants, more than half of the performances in the L2 were not recorded well (interference with the computer caused a strong hum). Therefore, these 2 participants were discarded from further analyses. In addition, eight recordings in the L2 (from 6 participants) were not recorded with sufficient quality to make precise transcriptions. These recordings were also discarded. We then also discarded the eight recordings in the L1 from these 6 participants. In this way, we ensured that for each participant, the amount and type of speech in the L1 and in the L2 would be maximally similar. We thus obtained from 51 participants speech performances from at least six, but for most participants eight, tasks in their L1 and their L2. For the analyses, the six to eight speaking performances in the L1 were combined into one stretch of speech. The same was done for the six to eight speaking performances in the L2. Combining the L1 performances led to a minimum of 4 min of transcribed L1 speech, and combining the performances from L2 tasks resulted in a minimum of 6 min of transcribed L2 speech for each participant. The maximum for both L1 and L2 speech was the maximum allotted time (i.e., 16 min in each language).

The transcriptions were made in CLAN (MacWhinney, 2000). Besides orthographic transcriptions, the two research assistants inserted information relevant for measuring aspects of fluency. Silent pauses were detected by careful listening and by using the waveform (as shown in CLAN), and measured manually in milliseconds. The transcriptions were also split up into so-called analysis of speech units (ASU). Foster, Tonkyn, and Wigglesworth (2000) have shown that using the AS-unit is the optimal way of dividing transcribed data into analyzable units. As defined by Foster et al. (2000, p. 365), an AS-unit is “a single speaker’s utterance consisting of an independent clause, or a subclausal unit, together with any subordinate clause(s) associated with either.” Silent pauses were categorized as being either between or within ASU. Furthermore, the transcripts were annotated with nonlexical filled pauses (such as “uh,” “uhm,” “er,” “mm”), corrections (false starts, reformulations, and self-corrections), repetitions (repetitions of exact words, syllables, or phrases), and syllable counts.

Using the annotations as described above, fluency measures for three aspects of fluency were computed (by using a GNU Awk-script written for that purpose; http://www.gnu.org/software/gawk). For speed fluency, mean syllable duration in L1 and L2 (i.e., inverse articulation rate) was computed by dividing total speaking
time (total time excluding silent pauses) by total number of syllables. **Breakdown fluency** was computed as mean length of silent pauses within and mean length of pauses between ASU per participant, in L1 and in L2. The lower bound of silent pauses was 250 ms (following Goldman-Eisler, 1968). In addition, number of silent pauses per second speaking time and number of nonlexical filled pauses per second speaking time in L1 and L2 were also computed. **Repair fluency** was computed as number of repetitions per second speaking time and number of corrections per second speaking time in L1 and L2. For all frequency measures of fluency (number of silent pauses, filled pauses, repetitions, and repairs), we divided the number by total speaking time, excluding pausing time. In this way, the frequency measures and the duration measures are theoretically less confounded than when they are calculated as divided by total time (including pausing time).

**RESULTS**

In this section, descriptive statistics of the L2 vocabulary measure for both participant groups (English vs. Turkish native speakers) and of the fluency measures for both groups in both languages (L1 vs. L2) are presented and are tested for differences. Following these analyses of group means, correlations between the measures of fluency and regression analyses are presented to examine how much variance in the L2 fluency measures can be predicted merely on the basis of the same fluency measures in the L1, as well as on the L1 group (English vs. Turkish). Finally, Segalowitz’s (2010) claim is tested, and the predictive value of corrected scores of L2 fluency (adjusted for L1 fluency behavior) for L2 proficiency is compared to the predictive value of the uncorrected L2 fluency measures.

**Descriptive statistics and group differences**

The Turkish and English native speakers performed the vocabulary task equally well ($t < 1$). The Turkish native speakers scored on average 55.1 out of a total score of 116 ($SD = 24.7$; range = 17–103), and the English native speakers scored on average 56.7 ($SD = 22.0$; range = 8–88). Comparing these scores to the scores on the same vocabulary test by speakers rated as being B1 and B2 level speakers in the study by Hulstijn et al. (2012), one can conclude that the Turkish and English native speakers of this study scored within the same range. Table 1 shows the means and standard deviations for both English and Turkish participants in their L1 and L2 (Dutch) for all measures of fluency.

Before running any inferential analyses, it was tested whether the L1 and L2 measures could be assumed to be normally distributed, by running Shapiro–Wilk normality tests. For the measures of duration (syllables duration and silent pause duration within ASU and between ASU), a log-transformation was needed. This transformation resulted in $Ws > 0.97$, indicating that the log-transformed measures could be assumed to be reasonably normal. For the measures number of filled pauses, number of repetitions, and number of corrections, taking the square root was necessary (resulting in $Ws > 0.96$).

Mixed between-within analyses of variance for each (transformed) measure of fluency were performed, with language group (Turkish or English) as the
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Table 1. Means (and standard deviations) in first language (English/Turkish) and in second language (Dutch) for all measures of fluency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>English Group (N = 27)</th>
<th>Turkish Group (N = 24)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>L2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean syllable duration (ms)</td>
<td>215 (25)</td>
<td>286 (68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean silent pause duration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within ASU (ms)</td>
<td>552 (110)</td>
<td>711 (205)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between ASU (ms)</td>
<td>650 (162)</td>
<td>820 (276)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent pauses/second</td>
<td>0.375 (0.098)</td>
<td>0.485 (0.115)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filled pauses/second</td>
<td>0.180 (0.109)</td>
<td>0.265 (0.159)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetitions/second</td>
<td>0.063 (0.050)</td>
<td>0.060 (0.049)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrections/second</td>
<td>0.036 (0.026)</td>
<td>0.059 (0.030)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ASU, analysis of speech units.

between-subjects variable and language (L1 or L2) as the within-subjects variable. Table 2 shows the significant main effects and interactions. For all measures of fluency, a significant main effect of language was found, showing that, overall, participants were less fluent in their L2 (Dutch) than in their L1 (either Turkish or English). As can be seen from the eta squared column ($\eta^2$) in Table 2, all of these effects can be considered to be large (Cohen, 1988). The largest effect was observed for mean syllable duration ($\eta^2 = 0.79$) and the smallest (yet still “large”) effect for number of repetitions ($\eta^2 = 0.15$). For the measure number of repetitions per second, there was also a main effect of language group. However, a significant interaction was also obtained, which means that the effect of language group was dependent on whether L1 or L2 was spoken. Finally, a significant interaction was also found for mean syllable duration and for number of silent pauses per second.

For the measures that showed significant interactions, follow-up $t$ tests were carried out comparing Turkish and English speakers in the L1 and in the L2. It turned out that each interaction could be explained by the fact that the language groups showed large differences between groups in the L1s (as evidenced by Cohen $d$s > 0.8), but no differences in the L2. For syllable duration, English syllables in the L1 were, on average, longer than Turkish syllables in the L1, $t$ (49) = −4.02, $p < .001$; $d = 1.15$, but the speakers did not significantly differ in their L2 ($t < 1$). For silent pauses per second, it was found that Turkish native speakers produced fewer pauses in their L1, $t$ (49) = −2.85, $p = .006$; $d = 0.81$, but
Table 2. Results of mixed between-within analyses of variance with language group (English versus Turkish) as the between-participants variable and language (first vs. second language) as the within-participants variable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Group</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>df (1, 49)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>η²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean syllable duration (ms)</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>223.09*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean silent pause duration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within ASU (ms)</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>62.37*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between ASU (ms)</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>81.36*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent pauses/second</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>147.92*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filled pauses/second</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>32.64*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetitions/second</td>
<td>8.88*</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrections/second</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>61.14*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ASU, analysis of speech units.
*p < .05.

again, no differences were found between the language groups in their L2 (t < 1). Similarly, with respect to repetitions, Turkish speakers produced fewer repetitions per second in their L1 than the English native speakers, \( t(49) = -4.91, p < .001; \) \( d = 1.40, \) but no differences were found between the Turkish and English speakers in their L2 (t < 1).

**Predicting L2 fluency**

Before running the regression analyses to investigate the predictive strength of the L2 fluency measures over the L1 measures, simple correlations between all fluency measures were computed. Table 3 shows the Pearson correlations between the fluency measures in the L1 and in the L2. The upper half (above the diagonal) shows the correlations between the fluency measures in the L1, and the bottom half shows the correlations in the L2. The diagonal in Table 3 shows the relation, for each measure of fluency, between L1 and L2. For these correlations, Turkish and English speakers are collapsed into one group. As can be gleaned from Table 3, with respect to the intercollinearity of these measures within L1, most correlations are low (under \( r = .3 \)) to moderate (under \( r = .5 \); see Cohen’s, 1988, rules of thumb of effect sizes for correlations). The correlation between the two pause duration measures turned out to be strong \( (r = .71) \). One should also note the direction of the relations. Most are positive, indicating that the more fluent one speaks in the L1 with respect to one aspect, the more fluent one also tends to speak with respect to another aspect. The relation between silent pause duration within ASU and number of repetitions, however, is negative, suggesting that there may be a weak trade-off between these two
measures: Speakers who tend to exhibit many repetitions in their L1 tend to show relatively short silent pauses.

Turning to the correlations between the measures in the L2, shown in the bottom half of the table, two relations can be considered strong: Similarly to the relations in the L1, there is a strong relation between the two L2 measures of pause durations. The relation between number of filled pauses and number of repetitions can be considered strong. Three correlations are negative: between filled pauses and both measures of duration of silent pauses and between number of repetitions and duration of pauses between ASU. This suggests that, in the L2, there may be a trade-off between these measures of fluency, in that L2 speakers who tend to use many filled pauses and repetitions will use, in general, shorter pauses. At the same time, the frequency measures such as number of filled pauses, number of repetitions, and number of repairs cluster together in the sense that L2 speakers who tend to use many filled pauses will also exhibit many repetitions and repairs.

Turning to the diagonal in Table 3, one can see that all correlations between the L1 and the L2 fluency measures are statistically significant, ranging from $r = .37$ for syllable duration to $r = .76$ for silent pause duration between ASU. These Pearson correlations already give an indication of the strength between the L1 and L2 fluency measures overall. To answer our third research question, however, a regression analysis that takes language group into account (English vs. Turkish) is needed in order to test whether the measures of L2 fluency should be corrected in the same way for both language groups.
In the previous section it was found that Turkish and English native speakers differ in their L1 fluency behavior. English speakers in English produce longer syllables on average and use more silent pauses and more repetitions than Turkish speakers do in Turkish. Therefore, in this section, it was tested whether the linear regression models that predict L2 measures from L1 measures (see the diagonal in Table 3) were improved by adding language group as a (dummy) predictor variable. Furthermore, it was tested whether adding the interaction between language group (as dummy variable) and L1 fluency measure significantly improved the model. In other words, it was tested whether the slope of the regression line could be assumed to be the same for the English and Turkish native speakers. By testing whether the slope could be assumed to be the same for the two language groups, it was tested whether the predictive strength of the L1 measures over the L2 measures could be assumed to be the same. Finally, the residuals of the best fitting (and most parsimonious) model for each measure of fluency were saved and used as corrected measures of L2 fluency in subsequent analyses.

The interaction between language group and fluency measures in the L1 never proved to be significant ($p > .05$, $R^2$ increase < .04). Therefore, even though large differences were found for some measures of L1 fluency between the two language groups, the relation between L1 and L2 fluency measures is not different for the native speakers of English and the native speakers of Turkish. At the same time, due to overall differences in the two languages, adding a different intercept for the Turkish native speakers significantly improved the model for some measures. Table 4 shows the standardized regression weights and corresponding standard errors for the intercepts, slopes, and adjusted intercepts for Turkish native speakers (if the model including a separate intercept proved to be better), as well as total $R^2$.

From Table 4, and more specifically from the slope column in Table 4, one can see that all measures of L2 fluency can, to a certain extent, be predicted on the basis of the L1 fluency measure alone. The higher this slope, the less residual variance remains for L2-specific variance. Another finding is that the success in predicting the L2 measure from L1 behavior and language group ranges from 21% (for mean syllable duration) to 57% (for mean length of pauses between ASU).

Relating corrected and uncorrected measures to vocabulary scores

From the linear regression models predicting L2 fluency from L1 fluency (and language group), the residuals (the corrected measures of L2 fluency) were saved. Table 5 presents the total $R^2$ of the vocabulary scores as predicted by the different measures of fluency. The first column shows that the L1 measures are never significantly related to our indicator of L2 proficiency (i.e., to L2 vocabulary knowledge). The second column shows that most of the uncorrected L2 measures are significantly related to the vocabulary scores, except for the two measures of silent pause durations. There is quite some variability in the amount of variance explained: between 9% by number of filled pauses and 30% by syllable duration. From Table 5 one can also see that for all the frequency measures (number of silent pauses, filled pauses, repetitions, and repairs) there are no big changes between the uncorrected L2 measures (second column) and the corrected L2 measures (third
Table 4. Standardized regression weights (standard errors) of best fitting regression models predicting second language fluency measures from first language fluency measures and from language group as the dummy variable (0 = English, 1 = Turkish)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>Adjust.</th>
<th>Total $R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean syllable duration (ms)</td>
<td>−0.29</td>
<td>0.52*</td>
<td>0.63*</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.19)</td>
<td>(0.15)</td>
<td>(0.29)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean silent pause duration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within ASU (ms)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.65*</td>
<td></td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between ASU (ms)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.76*</td>
<td></td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent pauses/second</td>
<td>−0.25</td>
<td>0.72*</td>
<td>0.52*</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.15)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.23)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filled pauses/second</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.73*</td>
<td></td>
<td>.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetitions/second</td>
<td>−0.32</td>
<td>0.79*</td>
<td>0.68*</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.16)</td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
<td>(0.26)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrections/second</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.68*</td>
<td></td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ASU, analysis of speech units.
*p < .05.

column) in explaining vocabulary scores. For syllable duration, the difference is larger: the explained variance increases from 30% to 41%.

Note that the original uncorrected scores are mathematically the same as the L2-corrected scores plus (a constant multiplying) the L1 measures. In other words, the difference between these two types of scores is that, in the uncorrected measure, L1 fluency behavior is incorporated. From the first column in Table 5, one can see that the L1 score by itself is never a significant predictor. For the four frequency measures of fluency we can therefore conclude that although the uncorrected scores and the corrected scores predict the vocabulary scores about equally well, it must be the L2-specific behavior within the uncorrected scores that is actually the explanatory factor that is related to the L2 vocabulary score. Adding information about L1 fluency behavior (by measuring the uncorrected score), does not lead to added explained variance.

As mentioned before, for the measure syllable duration, correcting the L2 scores for L1 behavior leads to an increase in explaining vocabulary scores. To test whether this is a significant increase, we compared a linear model including both L1 and L2 measures to the linear model including only the L2 uncorrected measure. The more complex model (see the fourth column in Table 5) uses L1 scores plus corrected scores to explain vocabulary scores. One can see this in Table 5: the $R^2$ from the L1 measure (first column) plus the $R^2$ of the corrected measure (third column) always equals the total $R^2$ of the model, including both
Table 5. Total $R^2$ of L2 vocabulary scores predicted by measures of fluency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total $R^2$</th>
<th>L1 Measure</th>
<th>L2 Measure</th>
<th>Corrected Measure</th>
<th>L1 and L2 Measure</th>
<th>Difference Measure (L1–L2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean syllable duration (ms)</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.30*</td>
<td>.41*</td>
<td>.42*</td>
<td>.41*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean silent pause duration</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within ASU (ms)</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between ASU (ms)</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.17*</td>
<td>.16*</td>
<td>.19*</td>
<td>.11*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Silent pauses/second</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.09*</td>
<td>.12*</td>
<td>.14*</td>
<td>.10*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filled pauses/second</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.13*</td>
<td>.12*</td>
<td>.14*</td>
<td>.08*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetitions/second</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.10*</td>
<td>.11*</td>
<td>.12*</td>
<td>.09*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: L2, second language; L1, first language; ASU, analysis of speech units. *$p < .05$.

DISCUSSION

Think back to Oscar and Mark, the two speakers of Dutch as L2 introduced at the beginning of this paper. Compared to other L2 speakers with similar proficiency, Mark seems to use many filled pauses in his L2, whereas Oscar uses only a few. Similarly, compared to other speakers, Mark uses many and Oscar only a few filled pauses in their L1. To measure L2-specific fluency, which pertains to L2-specific difficulties in speech planning, should L2 measures be adjusted for L1 behavior? In other words, should the measure of L2-specific filled pauses for Oscar and Mark be about the same, after correcting for L1 filled pause behavior?

This study was aimed to test whether L1 fluency behavior should be taken into account to gauge L2-specific measures of L2 fluency. This goal originates from Segalowitz’s (2010) proposal to “partial out sources of variability that are not related specifically to the disfluencies in L2 but that characterize a person’s general performance in the given testing conditions” (p. 40). To test whether such corrected scores do form better L2-specific measures of fluency, L1 and L2 speech data of 51 L2 speakers of Dutch were gathered. A score on a productive L2 vocabulary task was used as an approximation of L2 proficiency.

It was found that all fluency measures could, to a certain extent, be predicted on the basis of L1 fluency behavior (our first research question). The amount of
explained variance of the L2 measures from the L1 measures and the L1 itself ranged from 21% for the measures of speed fluency (syllable duration) to as much as 57% for a measure of breakdown fluency (mean length of pauses between ASU). The stronger the relation between the L1 measure and the L2 measure, the more this measure can be seen as reflecting a speaker’s general performance given the test conditions because the L2 fluency behavior can, to a large extent, be predicted on the basis of the L1 behavior alone. Derwing et al. (2009) also related measures of L1 fluency to measures of L2 fluency; much like the current study, they found high correlations. Note, however, that there are two main differences between this study and Derwing et al. (2009) with respect to relating L1 to L2. In their study, besides number of pauses per second, global measures of fluency were used, such as speech rate and pruned syllables per second, which incorporate speed and breakdown aspects of fluency. In the current study, we opted for separate measures for separate aspects of fluency. Another difference is that Derwing et al. (2009) used the same tasks in the L1 as in the consecutive measurement moments in the L2. Therefore, they may have found some effects of repetition, which can interfere with fluency behavior. In the current study, we chose to use maximally similar tasks in the two languages, without any repetitions.

To answer our second research question, corrected and uncorrected L2 fluency scores were compared in the extent to which they could predict L2 vocabulary scores. For most measures of L2 fluency, the uncorrected scores and the corrected L2 fluency scores were equally related to the vocabulary score. For mean syllable duration, however, the L2 measure from which the L1 variance of syllable duration had been partialed out was a significantly better predictor of L2 vocabulary knowledge than was the uncorrected L2 syllable duration measure. The amount of explained variance in vocabulary knowledge increased from 30% to 41% when the L1 measure was partialed out. For the other measures of fluency, no differences in explained variance were found.

To summarize, in answer to our second research question, we can conclude that for the fluency measure syllable duration, a corrected score is more strongly related to a measure of L2 proficiency than is the original uncorrected L2 measure. For other measures of fluency, the uncorrected and corrected measures predict L2 proficiency equally well, but it should be noted that for these measures it is L2-specific variance that is in common with L2 vocabulary knowledge and that the L1 measure (incorporated in the original uncorrected score) does not add explained variance.

An unsolved problematic issue with the corrected scores used in this study is that a researcher or language tester will need to sample both L1 and L2 data to obtain the corrected scores, but these corrected scores will be dependent on the particular sample of speakers. The corrected scores are calculated on the basis of the regression predicting L2 scores from L1 scores for a particular group of speakers. Future research should ideally test whether the regression slopes found in the present study replicate (for more L2 speakers, at different proficiency levels, for more L1s, and for more L2s). Only if in this future research the regression slopes predicting L2 behavior and L1 behavior turn out to be quite stable, one could utilize “standardized” corrections of L2 measures, calculated from the L2 measures and the L1 measures. To circumvent calculating regression slopes for particular
samples of L2 speakers and therefore calculating corrected scores differently for each sample of speakers, one could also use difference scores as corrected scores (e.g., L1 syllable duration minus L2 syllable duration).

In Table 5, the last column represents the results of such additional analyses using difference scores instead of corrected scores. Similar to the corrected measures, five of the difference measures significantly predicted vocabulary scores, and the amount of variance explained is about the same, albeit somewhat lower for four of these measures when using difference scores rather than corrected measures (compare the last column of Table 5 with the third column). These results suggest that correcting for L1 fluency behavior by using residuals might lead to more precise measures of L2-specific fluency than simply taking the difference scores. The question remains, however, whether the slopes found in the present study generalize to populations with different L1s and L2s, and with different L2 proficiency levels.

Another result from the analyses predicting L2 proficiency from fluency measures is that for duration of pauses no significant relation could be found. One should be cautious, however, in concluding that these fluency measures are not related to L2 proficiency at all. In this study, proficiency was approximated by a measure of vocabulary knowledge alone. In a recent large-scale study (De Jong, Steinel, Florijn, Schoonen, & Hulstijn, 2012b), however, multiple measures of L2 proficiency were used: vocabulary knowledge, grammar knowledge, pronunciation skills, lexical retrieval speed, and on-line sentence building speed. In that study (with \(N = 179\)) it was found that all measures of fluency were related to measures of proficiency. Similar to the present study, it was found that syllable duration was the most strongly related to measures of proficiency (\(R^2 = 0.50\)) and that duration of pauses was only minimally related to measures of L2 proficiency (\(R^2 = 0.05\)).

Our third research question asked whether the results obtained were generalizable for typologically different L1s. To answer this question, we examined the differences between the native speakers of Turkish and English found in our study. All of the differences between these language groups were in the L1 and not in the L2. Furthermore, the nature of the relation between the L1 and L2 fluency measures was the same for the two language groups. We therefore conclude that, in our sample, we could not find any evidence against generalizing the conclusions from our first and second research questions.

However, we did find differences between Turkish and English native speakers’ measures of fluency in their L1. Although these differences are of no importance to the research questions of this paper, in what follows, we will give tentative explanations for the cross-linguistic differences we found. We can explain the difference between L1 Turkish and L1 English syllable durations if we consider the (frequent) syllable structures of the two languages. In Turkish, consonant–consonant–vowel–consonant and consonant–vowel–consonant–consonant are extremely rare, whereas in English two or more consecutive consonants within a syllable are more frequent. The difference between syllable duration for the English and Turkish native speakers can now readily be explained: because Turkish syllables tend to be shorter in terms of number of phonemes, it follows that the mean syllable duration as measured in milliseconds is likewise shorter than that of the English speakers.
We also found L1 differences in number of silent pauses: English speakers paused more often than Turkish speakers did. We can explain this difference when we assume that in speech planning processes, for each language, the lexical word is the unit of encoding (e.g., Dell, 1986; Levelt, 1989; Levelt et al. 1999). Turkish is an agglutinative language, where words are concatenations of morphemes, which together with the root can combine into long words (Lewis, 2001). For instance, from our bookcases, three words in English, would translate into a single word with seven syllables in Turkish: kitaplıklarımızdan (example taken from Kabak & Vogel, 2001). When words are longer, as in Turkish, speakers have fewer opportunities to pause. This might explain why English speakers pause more often than Turkish speakers do.

Similarly, it may be that English speakers more often have the chance to repeat a word because words are shorter. Because stopping midword is nonpreferred (Levelt, 1983), we can then also explain why English speakers repeat themselves more often than Turkish speakers do. In terms of number of syllables as well as in terms of duration, Turkish words in our data were on average longer than English words. In terms of duration, Turkish words were on average 438 ms ($SD = 54$), whereas English words’ duration averaged 293 ms ($SD = 40$); in terms of syllables, Turkish words averaged 2.3 syllables ($SD = 0.20$), and English words were on average 1.36 syllables ($SD = 0.09$) in length. Furthermore, pausing midword seldom occurred, either in the English or in the Turkish speech data, corroborating the hypothesis that a lexical word is the unit of speech planning.

Research into cross-linguistic differences in pausing behavior is scarce. One exception is the work by Riazantseva (2001). She compared pausing phenomena between Russian and English and found that Russian speakers used longer silent pauses than English speakers did. She related this finding to cultural differences between Russian speakers and American English speakers. Although we explain the differences between Turkish and English in our data as typological differences, cultural differences may likewise play a role.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the current findings, we conclude that research into L2 speaking will benefit from utilizing corrected measures of L2 fluency by sampling both L1 and L2 speech. For instance, for relating L2-specific linguistic processing to utterance fluency, at least for the measure syllable duration, adjusting for L1 behavior yields more precise measures. For diagnostic language tests, it may be profitable to have L1 behavior as a baseline. For instance, it would be futile for an L2 speaker to strive for using very few filled pauses in his L2 when he tends to be an “uhm”-er in his L1. One may even hypothesize that for learners to increase their L2 fluency, they need to change their speaking style in any language, including in their L1. For criterion-referenced tests, when criteria with respect to fluency have been predefined, it does not make sense to use corrected measures of L2 fluency because this would mean that each speaker’s L1 behavior would serve as his or her own criterion. At the same time, the present study has shown that at least for syllable duration, basing conclusions about a learner’s L2 proficiency on the uncorrected measure is basing this conclusion partly on the learner’s personal
speaking style, which is unrelated to his L2 proficiency. Whether or not this is fair is beyond the scope of this paper.

Another issue beyond the scope of this paper concerns the relation between L2 corrected measures of utterance fluency and measures of perceived fluency. Perhaps it is the case that in real life interactions, listeners can distinguish between disfluencies that are related to developing L2 proficiency and disfluencies (hesitations) that are due to an individual’s personal speaking style. If that is the case, raters in L2 tests may already base their judgments on corrected fluency. Although we believe that it is unlikely that listeners (thus raters) are able to distinguish between these causes of disfluencies, further research is needed to solve this matter.

Although many language tests ask raters, who may or may not take personal speaking style into account when rating on L2 fluency, to judge L2 fluency, automated language tests use objective utterance measures as diagnostic measures of speaking proficiency. On the basis of our findings, and those of De Jong et al. (2012b), we would argue that in automated tests and in research investigating L2-specific processing on the basis of utterance fluency, duration of pauses should play a modest role in estimating L2-specific cognitive fluency and that (a corrected measure of) syllable duration should play a stronger role.

APPENDIX A

The appendix gives a short description of the Dutch tasks and the mirroring English and Turkish tasks. The Turkish tasks were translated from the English tasks. Descriptions of the tasks performed by the speakers in their L1 (English or Turkish) are the following:

**Task 1** simple, informal, descriptive: The participant speaks with a friend and describes the type of apartment he is looking for.

**Task 2** simple, formal, descriptive: The participant, who has just witnessed a crime/accident occur on the street, describes what happened to a police officer.

**Task 3** simple, informal, persuasive: The participant advises his/her brother on how to choose between quitting his current job to work full-time on developing a new career and remaining at his current job while studying part-time for his new career.

**Task 4** simple, formal, persuasive: The participant is present at a neighborhood meeting in which an official has just proposed building a new casino at a location near a school. The participant speaks up, suggesting another location that would be more acceptable.

**Task 5** complex, informal, descriptive: The participant tells a friend about a piece in the newspaper about home sales in rural versus suburban areas.

**Task 6** complex, formal, descriptive: The participant is the principal of a high school and calls a new science teacher to tell him about the courses he will be teaching.

**Task 7** complex, informal, persuasive: After watching a movie about global warming, the participant discusses the issue with a friend and tries to convince him that more solar/wind energy production is the best solution.
Task 8 complex, formal, persuasive: The participant, who is the manager of a nursing home, addresses the board of directors and discusses the advantages and disadvantages of building more facilities.

Descriptions of the tasks performed by the speakers in their L2 (Dutch) are the following:

Task 1 simple, informal, descriptive: The participant speaks on the phone to a friend, describing the new apartment of friends who have recently moved.

Task 2 simple, formal, descriptive: The participant, who witnessed a road accident some time ago, is in a courtroom, describing the accident to the judge.

Task 3 simple, informal, persuasive: The participant advises his/her sister on how to choose between (or combine) childcare, further education, and working.

Task 4 simple, formal, persuasive: The participant is present at a neighborhood meeting in which an official has just proposed to build a school playground across the street from the school itself. The participant takes the floor and argues against the planned location of the playground.

Task 5 complex, informal, descriptive: The participant tells a friend about the development of unemployment rates among women and men over the last 10 years.

Task 6 complex, formal, descriptive: The participant works at the employment office of a hospital and tells a candidate for an open nursing position what the main tasks of the vacant position are.

Task 7 complex, informal, persuasive: The participant discusses the pros and cons of three means of transportation (public transportation, bicycles, and automobiles) in solving the problem of traffic congestion.

Task 8 complex, formal, persuasive: The participant, who is the manager of a supermarket, addresses a neighborhood meeting and argues for one of three alternative plans for building a parking garage.
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NOTE
1. For the linear models predicting L2 vocabulary from L1 fluency measures, we used adjusted L1 measures if the adjusted intercepts for Turkish speakers turned out to be significant predictors for the measures of L2 fluency (i.e., for syllable duration, number of silent pauses per second, and number of repetitions per second). The adjustment
involved adding the mean difference between the two language groups for the Turkish speakers, leading to the same means for both groups.
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